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							The Fleck Product Suite


Sitting at the heart of Mandar Solutions is our Fleck Radio tile. Whilst not always the case, the flexibility and therefore ubiquitous nature of the Fleck Radio means it underpins many of the solutions we produce, and some or all of our Fleck ecosystem can be included to best fit any given solution.




















		
		





Fleck Radio Modem Tile


Our Mesh Network Capable “Fleck Tile” covers the 434, 869 and 915MHz license exempt frequency bands for worldwide use. It’s low power consumption provides a product that can last up to 5 years on two AA batteries with a 15 minute sampling interval.



	TCXO for frequency accuracy at low data rates
	SAW filter for Category 1 receiver to reject unwanted signals
	ARM processor with hardware based encryption
	Real-time clock for accurate timing
	100mW RF output power



DOWNLOAD DATASHEET







Fleck Radio Gateway


The Fleck Gateway will often sit at the heart of our monitoring solution. Utilising the Fleck Tile to communicate and collect data from Fleck Connected devices, Fleck Gateway offers Fleck Network to cloud services connectivity to enable data collection and monitoring services.



	SMS or email alerts
	2G, 3G, NB-IoT (4G) connectivity
	Datalogging
	Remote monitoring and control





















Fleck Slave Node


The slave node has a MODBUS, SDI-12, and pulse count input interface, with a switched 12V output. It is waterproof to IP67 and has 3 year battery life. It can be used for remote monitoring of water quality, using a variety of different sensors.



	Modbus or SDI-12 Interface compatible
	Pulse count input
	Powered from 2xAA batteries
	Optional 12V input
	Operable within self-contained Mesh Network
	In-built connectivity to Fleck Radio Gateway



DOWNLOAD DATASHEET







Fleck USB Configuration Tool


Provides a direct wireless line of communication from PC to a Slave Node for readings directly from any connected sensor. This allows for over air configuration of the Fleck radios and their ancillaries, and remote data download for stand alone data logging applications. It is particularly useful for system monitoring and for general troubleshooting.



	Connectivity from any PC
	Software interface included
	USB Connectivity





















Fleck Data Hub


In some circumstances you may require a gateway solution that allows for multiple, simultaneous inputs and outputs to connect to a wider range of environmental sensors so that data can trigger alarms; switches; other sensors and gauges. Or one that can work in remote locations as a data-logger or telemetry system for distributing or sharing data through on-board memory, radio frequency, GPRS or Satellite portals.



	Self-powered, flexible system of electronics / circuitboard
	IP rated, heavy duty aluminium enclosure
	Modbus, SDI-12, Analog and digital I/O
	Instructs, powers, interrogates and collects data from sensors
	Data is stored on non-volatile memory and backed up











R-DNA


R-DNA provides a user friendly and truly customisable “cloud-based” web interface which allows for the capture and analysis of data from remote monitoring hardware devices, offering seamless integration with our Fleck Suite of products.



	Fully automated device setup and remote configuration
	Fully customisable interface and reporting tools
	Alerts based on data levels and expectations of data receipt
	Advanced alarm functionality including hysteresis
	Reporting and data snapshots via email
	Location plotting of devices utilising GPS



MORE INFORMATION













		
		
Fleck Radio Modem Tile


Our Mesh Network Capable “Fleck Tile” covers the 434, 869 and 915MHz license exempt frequency bands for worldwide use. It’s low power consumption provides a product that have up to 5 year battery life on two AA batteries



	TCXO for frequency accuracy at low data rates
	SAW filter for Category 1 receiver to reject unwanted signals
	ARM processor with hardware based encryption
	Real-time clock for accurate sleep and wake up times
	100mW RF output power



DOWNLOAD DATASHEET
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Fleck Radio Gateway


The Fleck Gateway will often sit at the heart of our monitoring solution. Utilising the Fleck Tile to communicate and collect data from Fleck Connected devices, Fleck Gateway offers Fleck Network to cloud services connectivity to enable data collection and monitoring services.



	SMS or email alerts
	2G, 3G, NB-IoT (4G) connectivity
	Datalogging
	Remote monitoring and control
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Fleck Slave Node


The slave node has a MODBUS, SDI-12, and pulse count input interface, with a switched 12V output. It is waterproof to IP67 and has 3 year battery life. It can be used for remote monitoring of water quality, using a variety of different sensors. It’s low power consumption provides a product that can last up to 5 years on two AA batteries with a 15 minute sampling interval



	Modbus or SDI-12 Interface compatible
	Pulse count input
	Powered from 2xAA batteries
	Optional 12V input
	Operable within self-contained Mesh Network
	In-built connectivity to Fleck Radio Gateway



DOWNLOAD DATASHEET
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Fleck USB Configuration Tool


Provides a direct wireless line of communication from PC to a Slave Node for readings directly from any connected sensor. Particularly useful for Slave Nodes in hard to reach places, direct interrogation when data isn’t being sent to the cloud, and for general troubleshooting.



	Connectivity from any PC
	Software interface included
	USB Connectivity
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Fleck Data Hub


In some circumstances you may require a gateway solution that allows for multiple, simultaneous inputs and outputs to connect to a wider range of environmental sensors so that data can trigger alarms; switches; other sensors and gauges. Or one that can work in remote locations as a data-logger or telemetry system for distributing or sharing data through on-board memory, radio frequency, GPRS or Satellite portals.



	Self-powered, flexible system of electronics / circuitboard
	IP rated, heavy duty aluminium enclosure
	Modbus, SDI-12, Analog and digital I/O
	Instructs, powers, interrogates and collects data from sensors
	Data is stored on non-volatile memory and backed up
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R-DNA


R-DNA provides a user friendly and truly customisable “cloud-based” web interface which allows for the capture and analysis of data from remote monitoring hardware devices, offering seamless integration with our Fleck Suite of products.



	Fully automated device setup and remote configuration
	Fully customisable interface and reporting tools
	Alerts based on data levels and expectations of data receipt
	Advanced alarm functionality including hysteresis
	Reporting and data snapshots via email
	Location plotting of devices utilising GPS



MORE INFORMATION
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System Support


We offer complete bespoke system design, consultancy for wireless and monitoring solutions, software consultancy and code reviews.


CONTACT US







System Support


We offer complete bespoke system design, consultancy for wireless and monitoring solutions, software consultancy and code reviews.


CONTACT US
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To discuss your project requirements contact us on

01256 462552 or email hello@mandar.co.uk



    















Contact us to discuss your project requirements


CALL




EMAIL








    













MANDAR Solutions Ltd

Office 37 Slington House, Rankine Road, Hampshire RG24 8PH
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